Take Classes at WMU
Careers:

World Languages:

Business (BUS 1750)
Engineering (ENGR 1002)
Graphic & Printing Science (GPS 1500)
Geospatial Technologies (GEOG 2650)
Global & International Studies (INTL 2000)
Aviation (AVS 1200)

fall/spring: Chinese, Arabic, Sign Language
fall only: Greek, Russian

Exploration courses:
HNRS 4700: Technology in
the Fine Arts

ANTH 2400:
Principles of Cultural
Anthropology

This class will explore the ongoing
relationship between the fine arts and
technology, with an emphasis on recent
practices and emerging technologies.
Students will learn how musicians, theatre
artists, choreographers and visual artists
have taken advantage of technology to
meet their needs, and how technology has
influenced and inspired them to explore
new creative territory.

MUS 1520:
Rock Music: Genesis &
Development

An introduction to the basic concepts,
theoretical approaches, and methodological
strategies employed in the study of
traditional and contemporary sociocultural
systems throughout the world. Attention
given to research techniques and the insights
derived from detailed case studies and
cross-cultural comparisons.
HNRS 4700
Professor
Kevin Abbott

A study of rock and roll music since its inception
in the mid-1950s. The impact of black rhythm and
blues, jazz forms, and radio and television upon
early rock will be studied as well as further evolutionary developments such as "do-wop", soul
music, folk rock, psychedelic rock, jazz rock, the
various English schools, heavy metal, and punk
styles, to mention but a few.

GEOG 3110:
Geography of Michigan

An introduction to the physical and
cultural patterns in Michigan with
emphasis on an understanding of the
distribution of population, resources, and
forms of economic activity. Attention is
also focused upon relevant current State
problems.

GEOS 1000:
Dynamic Earth

Learn about the workings of our dynamic
Earth, with some discussion of other
planets. Topics include plate tectonics,
evolution, earth materials, volcanoes,
earthquakes, earth hazards, rivers and
flooding, groundwater and pollution,
glaciers and deserts, oceans and coasts,
energy resources, and climate change.

More information available:
wmich.edu/honors/dualenrollment
or email
kelly.schultz@wmich.edu.

